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AI DENOUNCES TORTURE IN URUGUAY AFTER GOVERNMENT STEPS UP
TRADE UNIONIST PERSECUTION AND ARRESTS 70 UNIVERSITY TEACHERS

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, in cables to the Uruguayan government on 19 December, condemned the upsurge in the per-
secution of trade unionists in the country and the arrest of 70 teachers and an unknown number of students at the University of
Montevideo.

The continuing wave of arbitrary arrests and detention, particularly of members of the banned Convención Nacional de Traba-
jadores  (CNT) to which 90 per cent of Uruguay's workers belong, was accompanied by fresh allegations of torture.

Reports received by  AI  said those arrested were now being taken either directly to military barracks or were being transferred
to such barracks from the roofed El Cilindro sports stadium in
Montevideo which is being used as a detention center.

	

Announcement of Freedom for Detainees According to the reports, the detainees are being subjected to

	

Prime Minister IAN SMITH of Rhodesia announced on 11 torture and other ill-treatment at the barracks, More than a hun-
December that he was freeing African political detainees in pre- dred detainees in El Cilindro went on hunger strike at the end

 paration for a constitutional conference. The conference will of November in protest against the transfers. As a result, many

decide the future of the white-ruled state which unilaterally de- were released, and all except one of those kept in military bar-
clared its independence from Britain nine years ago. racks were returned to El Cilindro.

	

In a cable to Mr Smith welcoming the announcement,  Al  One of those returned, ALCIDES LANZA, leader of the

	

urged that the amnesty be applied to all political detainees in Commerce and Industry Workers Union, is reported to be in a
Rhodesia (called Zimbabwe by African nationalists). These serious condition as a result of torture. Arrested on 14 Novem-
numbered over 300 at the beginning of December. There were ber, he was tortured severely for three days. When returned to

	

conflicting press reports about the actual number to be freed. El Cilindro, he could hardly walk as a result of his many injur-

	

Mr Smith's announcement came after intensive discussions ies. This was confirmed by the doctor in charge of the deten-
in the Zambian capital of Lusaka between several African heads tion center.

	

of state, representatives of the South African and Rhodesian Fears have also been expressed for those arrested in the Uni-

 regimes and leaders of the Rhodesian nationalist movements. versity of Montevideo crackdown. Among those detained were

The latter included JOSHUA NKOMO, head of the Zimbabwe the ex-dean of the Faculty of Architecture, Professor CARLOS
African People's Union, and Reverend NDABANINGI SITHO- REVERDITO, and his wife. The detentions followed wide-

	

LE, head of the Zimbabwe African National Union, both of spread refusals to sign an "oath of democratic faith" in the

	

whom had been released from detention to attend the talks. country's system of government.
"I have agreed to release the African leaders from deten- -  In its cables to the State Council and to the National Security
tion and restriction, and their followers as well," Mr  Council,  Al  denounced the transfers to military barracks and

	

Smith said in a nationwide radio and television broadcast.  the subsequent torture of trade unionists. It urged immediate
"They will be permitted to engage in normal activity in  measures to stop the continued violation of national and inter-
terms of the laws applicable to all Rhodesians.  national legislation. The cables also urged the authorities to

"I am taking this action on the firm understanding  guarantee the rights of university teachers and students.
that everyone concerned will conduct themselves peace-  There are reports that the government is also taking judicial
fully and within the law. This will, I believe, create the  steps against leaders of the Uruguayan Medical Union following
right atmosphere for the holding of a constitutional  resignations at the university.
conference."
This was a reference to the agreement by African guerrilla

movements to suspend all activities inside Rhodesia in return
for the Smith regime's concessions during the Lusaka talks.

Al  had also cabled Mr Smith on  4  December when it learned
that Mr Nkomo and Reverend Sithole had been released on pa-
role to attend the Lusaka meetings. The cable asked him to
free all political detainees immediately as a gesture of his de-
sire to reach an equitable settlement of the Rhodesian problem.

AI Official's Private Visit to West Germany
Fails to Substantiate Prison Torture Claim

Reverend PAUL OESTREICHER, chairman of  Al's  British
Section, concluded after a private visit to West Germany at the
end of November that allegation, -f torture  made by detained
members of the so-called BaatlerAleinhof group "cannot be
substantiated". But he said there w is a need to  improve their
conditions of detention if they were to end their current hun-
ger strike.

Mr Oestreicher, a German-born Anglican priest, undertook
continued on page 2 column!

Question Mark Remains after Rhodesian

AI Lists 229 Imprisoned Trade Unionists
On 1 December Al  published a detailed list of 229 men

and women who are imprisoned in 17 countries as a direct
or indirect result of their work as trade unionists or for
furthering the trade union movement.

Al  said the list was far from complete, in that it only
reflected those cases of imprisonment for trade union ac-
tivities that had come to the organization's notice. It said
there could well be other trade unionists who are detained
in other countries.

Many of the trade unionists on the list have not been
charged or tried and some of them have been tortured.
But all satisfy Ars  defmition of a prisoner of conscience:
someone imprisoned for the exercise of his or her consci-
entiously-held beliefs and who has not used or advocated
violence.

By far the largest number of imprisoned trade union-
ists in any one country on the list is the 78 currently de-
tained in Spain. The rest are scattered through the world.
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the visit in his private capacity and on his own initiative. He
was seeking to break the deadlock between Federal German of-
ficials and detained members of the Red Army Fraction (the
Baader-Meinhof group) who have been on hunger strike since
mid-September in protest against their treatment.

They have been detained for up to three years and have re-
peatedly alleged that they have been tortured through confine-
ment in physical and social isolation amounting to sensory de-
privation. A West German judge was assassinated earlier in No-
vember after one of the hunger strikers died.

Mr Oestreicher visited some of the detainees, including their
leaders ULRIKE MEINHOF and ANDREAS BAADER. He also
spoke to their lawyers, government officials, including Federal
Minister of Justice HANS-JOCHEN VOGEL ari,1 Federal At-
torney General SIEGFRIED BUBACK, and other interested
parties.

A statement issued by  Al's  German Section after Mr. Oest-
reicher returned to Britain said "Amnesty International has
been intensely concerned with obtaining factual information
and deciding whether the allegations made justified charges
that torture had been practiced by the prison authorities of the
Federal Republic against the RAF prisoners

"We believe that the accusations of torture in the prisons of
the Federal Republic cannot be substantiated. The Internation-
al Executive Committee of Amnesty International recognizes
that important moral, ethical, political and judicial considera-
tions are involved for all parties affected by the hunger strike
which is now in progress. In light of our investigation we are
satisfied that the present treatment of the prisoners cannot be
described as torture.

"Nevertheless, Amnesty International is sharing actively in
attempts which are being made and have been made for some
time to change conditions for the prisoners so that the hunger
strike which is endangering their lives may be called off."

The negotiations begun by Mr Oestreicher in November are
continuing, and there were indications as this  Newsletter  went
to press that the deadlock may be broken soon. Although the
hunger strike is still going on, the prisoners are being fed by
tube without resistance, and none of them reportedly is in crit-
ical condition now.

The IEC, at its meeting in London 8-10 November, express-
ed equal concern at reports of unacceptable conditions in other
maximum security prisons in West Germany, other Western
European countries and elsewhere and made it clear that it
wishes to see the present German situation dealt with in this
broader context.

IEC to Discuss Budget at January Meeting
The International Executive Committee will meet

again in London on 10 to 12 January. One of the major
items on the agenda is  Al's  budget for 1975-76 in light
of the tightening world economic situation.

The IEC also will discuss the shortfall in committments
to meet the 1974-75 budget. Other items include the long-
term program for the abolition of torture, the preparation
for the UN Congress for Prevention of Crime and Treat-
ment of Offenders, mission reports from the Middle East
and Yugoslavia and development programs for Asia,
Latin America and Africa.

Cameroun Receives Appeal for Amnesty
Al  appealed to President  AHMADOU AHIDJO of Cameroun

on 17 December to extend the amnesty he declared in  July for
common criminals to the estimated thousands of prisoners  de-
tained  for political reasons in the West African republic.

In a letter to the President, Secretary General  MARTIN
ENNALS noted that the Cameroun constitution  affirmed the

country s a erence to t e un ament ree oms set out in
the United Nationas Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
He appealed to President Ahidjo to act in the spirit of the con-
stitution liy declaring a general amnesty.

Many of Cameroun's political prisoners have been detained
since 1970 in the wake of the capture of ERNEST OUANDIE,
the alleged guerilla leader of the banned  Union des Populations
du Cameroun (UPC).

In January 1971 more then 70 persons were jailed for terms
ranging from 5 years to lie tor alleged UPC activities. Mr
Ouandié and the other man were executed.

In addition to those sentenced in 1971, hundred of other
Camerounians are reportedly imprisoned without trial in "ad-
ministrative internment camps". The main one of these is at
Tcholliré in a remote district of the country near the border
with Chad. Other political prisoners are detained in the urban
centers of Maroua, Yaoundé and Yoko. The total population
of  Cameroun is about six  million.
Sean Mac Bride Criticizes Governments'
Failure to Ratify Human Rights Covenants

SEAN MacBRIDE, former chairman of  Ars  International
Executive Committee, who is United Nations Commissioner
for Namibia, expressed disappointment at a news conference
on 16 December that governments had failed to ratify and im-
plement human rights conventions they had signed.

Mr MacBride was speaking to an international gathering of
newsmen at the International Secretariat in London on his ret-
urn from Oslo where on 10 December he and former Japanese
Prime Minister EISAKU SATO jointly received the 1974 Nobel
Peace Prize (November  Newsletter).

Mr MacBride, noting that he was addressing the newsmen on
the eighth anniversary of the unanimous adoption by the UN
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and
the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, said the
conventions had only been ratified by 27 and 28 states respec-
tively. Thirty-five are needed before the conventions come into
force.

"Because of their universal application these are probably
the most important single documents drawn up by man," he
said. "But the failure of many governments to act upon them
provides an example of how despondency and cynicism can be
created among peoples of the world."

He said it was "terrifying" that two years after A/ launched
its worldwide Campaign for the Abolition of Torture, action
still was needed to stop governments from systematically tor-
turing political detainees.

He said some nations agreed in theory with humanitarian
concepts but not in practice while other governments regarded
human rights as "a nuisance".

Malaysian Detentions after Student Unrest
Al  wrote to Minister of Home Affairs TAN SRI GAZALI

SHAFIE of Malaysia on 13 December seeking his comments on
reports that two academics from the University of Malaya and
a prominent youth leader have been detained under Malaysia's
internal security legislation.

The letter followed reports that ANWAR IBRAHIM, presi-
dent of the Malaysian Youth Council, Professor SYED HUSS-
EIN ALI, of the Department of Anthropology and Sociology
at the University of Malaya, and Professor TENGU SHAMSU
BAHRIN, of the Geography Department, were all arrested und-
er the terms of the Internal Security Act in the first week of .
December. The Internal Security Act empowers the Minister of
Home  Affairs to hold persons without trial under renewable
detention orders.

These arrests came in a  week which saw large-scale demon-
strations  by university students who  were protesting against the
government's handling of inflation.  Malaysian students are con-
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Meows of the Akath Camfraiga
Participants in the Campaign are reminded that appeals must only be sent to the officials named

at the end of each case. In  no  circumstances should communications be sent to the prisoner.
FROM PAST CAMPAIGNS
Valentyn Moroz Ends Hunger Strike

Valentyn MOROZ, the 38-year-old Ukrainian historian who
was on the  Prisoners of the Month Campaign in July 1971, has
ended his five-month hunger strike. Mr Moroz had recently
been reported near death, prompting an  AI  appeal to Soviet
Communist Party leader, Leonid Brezhnev on his behalf
(November 1974  Newsletter).

On 10 December Western newsmen in Moscow learned that
Mr Moroz' wife had received a letter from him in which he
said that he began to take food on 22 November after an offi-
cial promise that he would not be returned to solitary confine-
ment. Mr Moroz began his hunger strike on 1 July in an attempt
to gain transfer from Vladimir Prison to a corrective labour
camp. He said then that he would "rather die of hunger than go
insane" in solitary confinement.

He still has two years to serve in Vladimir Prison, followed
by three years in a corrective labour camp and five years in
internal exile

THIS MONTH'S CAMPAIGN
Kanaan AGID, Syria

Kanaan AGID is a 40-year-old farmer from Quamishly in
Northern Syria and a member of the Kurdish Democratic Party.
He is married with four children, the eldest of whom is 1.0.

He is one of eight Syrian Kurds arrested in August 1973 for
having addressed a memorandum to President Hafez Assad in
protest against the deporation of 12,000 Kurds from their
homes as part of the Arab Belt plan whose aim is to replace the
Kurdish population in the three Kurdish areas of Syria with
Arabs. They have been neither charged nor tried. The aim of
the Kurdish Democratic Party, which is banned in Syria, is to
secure the rights of the Kurds and the abolition of racial discri-
mination, without violence. Kanaan Agid's health is reported to
be poor as a result of the ill-treatment he has received in Tel
Hassan Prison, Damascus.

Please send courteously-worded appeals for his release to:
His Excellency President Hafez Assad, Damascus, Syrian Arab
Republic.

big Antonin RUSEK Czechoslovakia
Dr Ing Antonin RUSEK, aged 49 and married with three

children, is a prominent economist who, together with other
leading economists, signed a document defending the New Eco-
nomic Model of the Dubcek era. From July 1968 to September

cerned at the decline in the price of natural rubber, the coun-
try's main export, and at the consequent plight of many small
plantation owners.

On 3 December, some 5,000 students clashed with police,
who fired hundreds of tear-gas shells to disperse them. Over
1,000 demonstrators were arrested, though they were later re-
leased on bail and are expected to go on trial, charged with un-
lawful assembly, early in the new year. Demonstrations contin-
ued for several days and at one point para-military police enter-
ed the campuses of the University of Malaya and the adjoining
National University to conduct room-to-room searches. It is
still not clear exactly how many students and lecturers (who
may have supported the students) have been detained under
'the Internal Security Act.

USSR Asked to Commute Death Sentence
AI  appealed to Soviet President  NIKOLAI PODGORNY on

13 December to commute the death sentence recently passed 


1969 he was a deputy in the Czechoslovak parliament and a
member of the Federal Assembly from January 1969 to Sept-
ember 1969.

Dr Rusek was arrested between January and March 1972,
and on 9 August 1972 tried with six others, including Profes-
sor Jaroslav Sabata. The indictment against him stated that he
was a member from 1970 to January 1972 of an illegal anti-
State group whose aim was to overthrow the socialist state and
social system. He was sentenced to 5 years' imprisonment. He
is held in Litomerice Prison.

Please send courteously-worded cards appealing for his re-
lease to:  General Ludvik Svoboda, President of the Czechoslo-
vak Republic, Praha-Hrad, Czechoslovakia; and to..  Dr Gustav
Husak, Secretary General of the Czechoslovak Communist Par-
ty, Praha 1, Nabrezi Kyjevske Brigady, Czechoslovakia; and to..
Dr Jan Nemec, Minister of Justice, Praha-Nove Mesto, Vyse-
hradska 16, Czechoslovakia.

Ana SILVA and Wilson SILVA, Brazil
Ana Rosa Kucinski SILVA disappeared on 22 April 1974 in

Sao Paulo. A chemistry professor at the University of Sao
Paulo, she had had no previous encounters with the Brazilian
security services. Her husband, Dr Wilson SILVA, was detained
on his way home from work the same day. Their arrest, for
which no reason has been given, fits into a growing pattern in
Brazil of extra-legal detentions and disappearances.

Archbishop Arns of Sao Paulo presented their names along
with 19 others to a presidential aide, General Golbery do Couto
e Silva, in August 1974 and was promised an answer by Septem-
ber as to the whereabouts of all 21, many of whom are now
feared dead. Following long private investigations, the Silvas
have been located: after several transfers they are reported to be
in the custody of the Secret Service of the Second Army in Sao
Paulo.

They have not been brought before a judge nor had access to
family or defence lawyer during their detention.

It is feared that Ana Rosa Silva is in precarious health men-
tally and physically due to maltreatment.

Please send courteously-worded cards in your own name,
not as Amnesty International,  appealing for them to be allowed
to see a lawyer, oi; if there are no formal charge, for their imme-
diate release to: General Ernesto Geisel, Presidente da Repub-
lica, Brasilia (DF), Brazil; and to:  Ilmo Sr. Commandante da 2a
Regiao Militar, Fernando Belfort Bethlem, rua Abilio Soares
1600, Sao Paulo (SP), Brazil.

on MIKHAIL LEVIEV.
Mr Leviev, a 56-year-old Jew who earlier received permission

to emigrate to Israel, was sentenced to death in Moscow for
"malpractice and misappropriation of government property"
allegedly committed while he was manager of a large state shop.

A/ Takes up Cases of Detained Egyptians
Al  has taken up the cases of six leftwirp.% Egyptians arrested

at the beginning of November and accused of forming a "secret
cell".

The six are ABDULLAH ALZOGHBI, a well-known lawyer;
MUKHTAR ALSAYED, a surgeon; NABIL QASSEM, a teacher;
MUHAMMAD FAKHRI, an employee of a public company; .
ALSAYED MUHAMMAD ABDAM, a worker in the public
transport system; and a Mr ALSHAZLI (first name unknown),
a student at the University of Cairo.

One of them, Mr Nabil, was also accused of possessing equip-
ment for printing anti-government pamphlets. The others were
accused of possessing similar pamphlets.
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AI Cables Christmas Plea to Chile
Following numerous reports of continuing political arrests

in Chile, MARTIN ENNALS cabled President AUGUSTO PIN-
OCLIET UGARTE on 23 December urgently appealing for a
Christmas amnesty to include all women and minors detained
for political reasons.

Sean MacBride Lecture on Human Rig!its
The International Executive Committee is seeking

names of suitable persons to deliver the Sean MacBride
Lecture on Human Rights at International Council meet-
ings over the five-year period 1976-1980. The IEC created
the annual lecture as a tribute to Mr MacBride when he
stepped down as chairman at the council meeting in Den-
mark in September (October Newsletter).

Mr MacBride, who shared the 1974 Nobel Peace Prize
and who is United Nations Commissioner for Namibia  (see
page 2), will deliver the first of the lectures himself at the
council meeting this September in Switzerland.

National sections are asked to send suggestions for fut-
ure speakers to the International Secretariat in London.
The IEC particularly would like suggestions for speakers
from  Asia, Latin America  and Africa.

Three Ecuadorian Hunger Strikers Freed
At least three of the six political prisoners on hunger strike

in Garcia Moreno Prison, Quito, Ecuador (December Newslet-
ter), have been freed after judicial authorities on 18 November
ruled that the case against the six was "null and void".

Those whose releases have been confirmed are the will-
known writer JAIME GA LA RZA, the Secretary General of the
Ecuadorian Socialist Party, FERNANDO MALDONADO, and
SANTIAGO BOURNE.

In a public statement in November Al urged the Ecuadorian
government to free all six because of evidence that they had
been convicted after making confessions extracted under tor-
ture. The statement followed a report by an Al observer.

Call to Premier of Dominica for Clemency
On  13 December. MARTIN ENNALS appealed to Prime

Minister PATRICK JOHN of the Windward Island of Dominica
in the West Indies on behaif of a young Dominican, DESMOND
TROTTER, who has been sentenced to death for the alleged
shooting of an American tourist.

The Movement for a New Dominica, which is leading the
campaign inside the island for the release of Mr Trotter, alleges
that he is innocent and the victim of a political "frame-up". At
the present time, AI is not in a position to comment on these
allegations, but as Mr EnnaIs said in his letter to Mr John:

"Whatever the truth of these allegations may be, I do urge
you to consider that capital punishment is irrevocable and
eliminates the possibility of correcting an injustice at a la-
ter stage."

Cleric Attacks Repression in Philippines
Archbishop JAIME SIN of Manila has hit out at the injusti-

zes perpetrated against detainees in the Philippines since the im-
position of martial law in September 1972. In a statement is-
sued on 21 November, he expressed deep concern over the inde-
finite detention "for security reasons" of prisoners. He descri-
bed such detention as unjust.

"We cannot jail a man indefinitely and still call ourselves
Christian," Archbishop Sin said.

He also cited two cases of brutal treatment of prisoners, one
of whom was "found mangled beyond recognition and bearing
marks of diabolical torture". The other allegedly was tortured
and killed by his military jailers.

Archbishop Sin called on the government of President  FER-
DINAND MARCOS  to "issue a clear-cut definition  of what  sub-
version is", because "right now it is a catch-all term that in-




cludes almost anything". He spoke of the "creeping climate of
fear and uncertainty that is threatening the country".

On 11 December President Marcos said he had ordered the
release of 622 of the 1,165 political detainees held under mar-
tial law. So far the identities of the 622 have not been revealed.
He also freed two well-known Filipinos—EUGENIO LOPEZ and
SERGIO OSMANA—whose casesAI took up while they were
on hunger strike in protest against their detention.

These were the first official statistics on political prisoners
issued by the government since the early days of martial law,
but other estimates nave been much higher. Reverend PAUL F.
WILSON, an American missionary expelled from the country
after being arrested and detained in June, estimates the number
of political detainees in the Philippines at 16,000.

Concern at Arrest of Workers in Bolivia
AI Secretary General MARTIN ENNALS wrote to President

HUGO BANZER SUAREZ of Bolivia on 10 December expres-
sing serious concern at widespread political arrests of former
trade union leaders who had refused to accept jobs as labour
coordinators. The arrests followed the declaration of a state of
siege after an alleged attempted coup against the Banzer regime
Qn 9 November.

Mr Ennals' letter deplored the severity of the reprisals taken
by the government, including the suspension of all political
parties and activity, the suspension of the right to strike, and
the arrest of trade unionists who had refused to cooperate with
new labour legislation.

AI Observer Presents Report to Yugoslays
Professor FRITS RUTER, a Dutch specialist in criminal law

who in October attended the trial of Al adoptee DJURO DJU-
ROVIC and Mrs ZAGORKA KOJIC-STOJANOVIC in Belgrade
(November Newsletter), presented his report to the Yugoslav
ambassador in The Hague on 13 December. Professor Ruter re-
quested that the report be forwarded to the relevant authorities
in Yugoslavia.

Dr Djurovic, aged 74, who is seriously ill, was sentenced to
5 years' rigorous imprisonment, and Mrs Kojic-Stojanovic, aged
50, who is also being adopted, received 3 years. They were char-
ged with establishing contact with an emigré organization in
Paris. Both denied the charges.

Prisoner Releases and Cases
The International Secretariat learned in November of the
release of 118 A/-adopted prisoners and took up 197 new
cases.

AINews in Brief
On 13 December the International Committee of the Red Cross an-

nounced that four of its delegates had visited some 200 detainees held in
military custody in Addis Ababa - including Emperor HAILE SELASSIE.
The announcement came two weeks after AI had cabled the ruling Provi-
sional Military Council pressing for permission for international humani-
tarian agencies to visit the prisoners in their cells (December Newsletter)
Fundraising: £190 from Sale of Old Books

The Blackheath and Greenwich Group of ill's British Section raised
£190 from a sale of second-hand books in December. The group first de-
livered circulars to a great many houses in the area asking people to do-
nate books. The response was excellent: the group received hundreds of
books free. The sale was held in one of the group members' home, and
the proceeds were augemented by selling coffee, tea and soup.
Changesof Address

The Dutch Section's new address is: AI Dutch Section, 3e Hugo de
Grootstraat 7, Amsterdam, Netherlands.

The Israeli Section's new address is: Amnesty International, Israel
National Section, Post Office Box 37683, Tel Aviv.

Mail for the New South Wales Section should now be sent to: Mrs
Norma Williams, 2/8 Evans Road, Elizabeth Bay, New South Wales 2011
Australia.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER is published monthly
by Amnesty International Publications, 53 Theobald's Road, London
WC1X 8SP, England. Printed by War on Want, 467 Caledonian Road,
London N7 9BE.
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'INTERNATIONAL ACTION HAS A POSITIVE EFFECT'
EX-TORTURE VICTIMS FROM GREECE, PORTUGAL ATTEND AI WORKSHOP

Victims of torture from Greece and Portugal attended an  Amnesty International  workshop in London (29 November - 1 Dec-
ember to discuss with the International Secretariat the effectiveness of  Al's  work and of international pressure in general in the
two countries before their changes of regime in 1974.

The participants from Portugal were:
Dr AFONSO DE ALBUQUERQUE, a psychiatrist who was

arrested and interrogated several times by the now defunct DGS
(formerly PIDE, the security police), and who even before the
coup in April 1974 had already started to treat victims of tor-
ture;

MARIA DE FATIMA PEREIRA BASTOS, a mother of two
who now works with handicapped children;

GASPAR PEREIRA FERREIRA, a physicist who spent five
years in prison.

From Greece came:
CONSTANTINOS ALAVANOS, a lawyer who was arrested

and exiled in 1972, released and re-arrested in 1973 for defend-
ing students in court, and in November 1974 elected member of
parliament;

STE LIOS NESTOR, a lawyer who was sentenced to 161/2
years imprisonment in 1968 for having "spread ideas";

GERASSIMOS NOTARAS, a political scientist arrested in
1967 who, in July 1968. was the first Greek to denounce his
own torture in court; he figured in the second report on torture
in Greece that Al published in 1968.

One fact became clear from the beginning of the discussions:
while recognizing the limits of international pressure against go-
vernments that condone or encourage torture, the participants
were convinced of its very positive value. They urged AI and
other international organizations to continue and increase such
pressure and to do so as persistently as possible.

Mr Alavanos commended the Al news release about his tor-
ture in March 1973, stating that even though he was being held
incommunicado at the time and therefore unaware of interna-
tional support, his family did know that actions were taken,
and they had a positive long-term effect. Dr Albuquerque and
Mr Nestor cited their personal experiences of having had tort-
ure prevented or shortened by the intervention of colleagues
abroad, thus underlining the importance of professional organi-
zations in attempts to stop torture.

Detailed evidence was given by the participants of the involve-
ment of doctors in the practice of torture in both countries, and
some disturbing facts came to light about the training of the pol-
ice and military in techniques of interrogation and torture, and
about cooperation between various police and military services.

Generally, the picture that emerged of both countries under
their respective dictatorships reflected two different patterns in
the evolution of torture within the context of their particular re-
pressive systems. Given nearly half a century of dictatorship, the
Portuguese PIDE worked within a firmly established, though re-
latively insular political situation. Their methods of torture, in
particular psychological torture through deprivation of sleep,
were largely self-taught but had reached a high degree of sophis-
tication. These methods were applied as part of an overall repres-
sive system which held the opposition in an iron grip.

The Greek military dictatorship, much younger and less stable
than its Portuguese counterpart, was noticeably more sensitive to
international pressure. With the military mainly in control of int-

New Edition of Amnesty International
Report on Torture

A  revised, updated English-language edition of the
Amnesty International Report on Torture  will be pub-
lished on 13 January. At 246 pages, the report is 22 pages
longer than the first English-language edition which was
published in December 1973.

The new edition includes important material received
during the first seven months of 1974 by the CAT depart-
ment of the International Secretariat.

Copies, at £1.50 each (paperback), plus 10 per cent for
postage and packing, may be obtained from  AI  national
sections or by writing to Amnesty International Publica-
tions, 53 Theobald's Road, London WC1X 8SP England.

Please send payment in advance, adding an appropriate
amount if you wish the order to be sent by air mail.

French, Japanese and Dutch language editions of the
Amnesty International Report on Torture are  available on
application to the respective national sections.

ernal security, the methods of torture were generally of a more
physical and primitive nature than those used by the PIDE.

The many recommendations and conclusions of the meetings
dealt mainly with the following major topics:

-- publicity on individual cases and on general situations, and
ways to increase its effectiveness;
--the need to take urgent action on likely torture cases as
soon as news of an arrest has reached the outside world;
--the need to press consistently for detainees to be permitted
access to a lawyer immediately after arrest, this being the
period that torture usually takes place;
--missions by legal experts to observe trials and report to the
outside world;
--action by professional organizations, trade unions, religious
organizations, etc, on behalf of colleagues who are, or are in
danger of, being tortured;
--communications between Al and groups within a country
that may be able to provide information about torture.
A final report of these meetings will become available du-

ring February. Details will be published in the next issue of the
CAT Bulletin.

Brazilian Prisoners Strike against Torture
During the past months two hunger strikes, called in protest

against living conditions, the lack of medical care and the fre-
quency of physical assault, have dramatized the plight of polit-
ical prisoners in Brazil.

Forty-two prisoners in the penitentiary of Sao Paulo went on
on hunger strike on 23 October 1974, and on 16 Novembe; 17
prisoners did the same in the Fortaleza Santa Cruz, a maximum
security army prison in Rio de Janeiro. In their petitions the
prisoners also denounced the illegal practice of removing pris-
oners without the competent judicial authorities being notified.
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Often prisoners would be removed to known iorture centers
such as the headquarters of Operagao Bandeirantes in Sao Paulo.
In the past prisoners have also been removed from prison to be
murdered by the notorious Death Squad (an unofficial para-
police group). No records were kept of such removals.

Although both hunger strikes came to at least a temporary
end in the last week of November, through the intervention of
high officials of the Catholic Church, there has been no positive
response from the Brazilian government to the prisoners' pet-
itions.

Al  Secretary General MARTIN ENNALS cabled President
ERNESTO GEISEL on 6 December, expressing concern about
the unresolved problems that led to the hunger strikes and urg-
ing the government to order an official investigation into the
reports of ill-treatment and torture and into the other questions
mentioned above.

Uruguayan Officials Respond to  Al
In response to the letter campaign on behalf of MARIA TER-

ESA ALESSANDRO in Uruguay (September  CAT Bulletin),Ars
International Secretariat received letters from the President of
the Supreme Court, Dr ROMULO VAGO, and the National Dir-
ector of Penal Institutions, Inspector ALEJANDRO OTERO.

Dr Vago assured us that Maria Teresa Alessandro is in "excel-
lent physical and mental health", while Mr Otero in his letter in-
vited  Al  to visit her. Replying to this invitation,  Al  Secretary
General MARTIN ENNALS accepted in principle, and expressed
appreciation for the offer. He asked for similar permission for
Al  to visit a number of other prisoners whom we have evidence
of having been tortured.

NB: for other recent information concerning Uruguay
see page 1 of January  Al Newsletter.

Ahmed Ben OTHMAN, Tunisia
When he was first imprisoned in 1968, AHMED BEN OTH-

MAN was a student at the Ecole Normale Superieure of Tunis.
Along with more than a hundred other students he was arrested
and tried for "plotting against state security". He received a
15-year sentence. He was released after a hunger strike in 1970,
at which time it was discovered that he had contracted asthma
and acute stomach trouble as a result of the poor prison condi-
tions.

After another wave of arrests in April 1971, Mr Ben Othman
was returned to prison and was kept in solitary confinement un-
til his release in December1972. During this period his health de-
teriorated considerably. Drugs that had been prescribed by a doc-
tor to treat his stomach disorders were not administered, and dir-
ectly after his release he had to undergo a serious operation.
While recovering in hospital he learned that his wife, a French cit-
itzen, had been arrested, interrogated for eight days, and after
protests from the French Embassy secured her release, fmally ex-
pelled from the country.

On 20 December Mr Ben Othman was arrested once again with
a group of 200 students and teachers, all charged with spreading
false information and belonging to illegal organizations. An ob-
server sent by Al to follow the trial of this group in August 1974
reported that many of the accused had been subjected to torture,
Mr Ben Othman among them. His toenails had been pulled out,
and his testicles had been injected with iodized alcohol. This
chemical prevents traces of blows from appearing on the skin,
and at the same time causes internal inflammation and excruciat-
ing pain to the victim. At the trial itself Mr Ben Othman was sen-
tenced once again to 10 years imprisonment, and he is at present
being held in Bouryoumi Prizon in Bizerte.

Please send courteously worded letters appealing for his release,
and at least adequate medical cart, to: Son Excellence President
Habib Bourguibti, Tunis, Tunisia;and to: Son Excellence M.
Tahar Bel Khodja, Ministre de l'Interieur, Tunis, Tunisia. 


Pregnant Woman Was 'Tortured to Death

Maitre YVES BAUDELOT, a Paris lawyer who visited Teheran
during the first week of November 1974 on behalf of the Inter-
national Association of Democratic Lawyers and the Internation-
al Association of Catholic Lawyers in order to investigate condi-
tions of detention in Iran, has brought back fresh allegations of
torture, extremely harsh prison conditions, and gross violations
of internationally accepted standards of legal procedure.

In the report of his mission, Maitre Baudelot recounts his fail-
ure to obtain permission from both the Attorney General at the
Military Tribunal (which is the only competent authority with
regard to political offences) and the SAVAK (Iran's notorious
secret police - see also November  CA T Bulletin)  to visit the Corn-
ité and the Evine prisons in Teheran, which are the main centers
for pre-trial detention of political suspects.

He had requested such permission after having talked to form-
er prisoners and relatives of prisoners, who made detailed state-
ments to him about conditions of detention, torture, and politi-
cal persecution in Iran. He was also refused interviews with the
Prime Minister, the Minister of Justice, and high-ranking officials
of the judiciary in Teheran.

Former political prisoners told him about the systematic prac-
tice of torture by SAVAK, which in Iran is aimed at obtaining
confessions and at terrorizing the victims as well as the whole
population. They described some of the methods of torture to
which they and their fellow-prisoners had been subjected. These
included beating with a metal whip, burning with cigarettes, elec-
tric shocks on the genitals, forcing a bottle into the rectum of a
victim hung from the ceiling by the arms, and strapping the vic-
tim on a metal table which is heated. The latter device literally
roasts the victim, and some of the former prisoners recounted hov
how they could sometimes smell roasted flesh when they entered
the torture room in Evine prison.

This :s not the first time that this table torture has been refer-
red to in Evine prison.

Torture is apparently also practiced on close rel2tives of the
prisoners, in order to make them talk. One case was cited in
which a 17-year-old child was whipped and given electric shocks
before the eyes of the father. In another, a 4-year-old child was
whipped and cut in the neck with scissors before the eyes of the
mother. One of the former prisoners told that it was so unbear-
able to see his child being tortured that he wished he had a knife
to kill the child and put an end to its suffering.

Maitre Baudelot also tried to obtain information about a few
individual prisoners, but found himself confronted, just as their
relatives had experienced, with a wall of silence on all levels of
authority. One of the cases concerned Mrs SIMIAN SALEHI, a
medical doctor who was arrested in August 1974 when she was
five months pregnant. After having asked  Al  national sections
campaign groups at the end of October, when this scarce inform-
ation became available, to act on her behalf, the CAT Department
was informed at the end of November that Dr Salehi had died in
prison, presumably as a result of torture. Although we have as yet
been unable to substantiate this allegation, it is serious enough,
especially when considering the situation in Iran as sketched
above and in the November 1974  CAT Bulletin,  to warrant an
urgent appeal to the Iranian authorities to disclose what has
happened to Dr Salehi.

Please send courteously-worded letters, requesting such
information and urging that steps be taken to stop the prac-
tice of torture, to: His Imperial Majesty Shahanshah of Iran,
Niavaran Palace, Tehran; and to: General Nematollah Nas-
sifl, SAVAK Headquarters, Niavaran, Teheran.

Maitre Baudelot's report will soon be available from the
Al  International Secretariat.


